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Abstract
A Proposal to add two additional characters to the Combining Half Marks block of
Unicode to be used for the correct presentation of supralineation in Church Slavonic texts.
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Introduction

e Cyrillic writing system used to record the Church Slavonic language uses the character
titlo (Slavonic: ті́тло) as a combining mark, most oen placed over a single character. e
placement of this mark has several uses. First, it may be used to indicate that the leer or
group of leers are to be interpreted as a numeral (e.g., а҃ = 1, ка҃ = 21, рк҃а = 121). Second, it
may be used to indicate that a leer or group of leers are missing from a word, which is thus
an abbreviation (e.g., цр҃ь = ца́рь, king). Finally, it may be used to indicate a nomen sacrum, an
abbreviation for writing divine names (e.g., бг҃ъ = Бо́гъ, God vs. бо́гъ, a false deity). In the
Unicode standard, the titlo has been encoded as U+0483, Combining Cyrillic Titlo.
In several instances, a titlo may occur over two or more leers. First, this usage is evident
in iconographic inscriptions. For example, in iconography, one ﬁnds the inscription МР ѲꙊ
(a Slavonic rendition of the Greek Μήτηρ του Θεού, Mother of God) or ІС ХС (Іисꙋ́съ Хрїсто́съ,
Jesus Christ). One may also ﬁnd inscriptions where the titlo balances over more than two
leers, for example цр︮ ь︦ ︯ дв︮ д︦ ъ︦ ︯ (Ца́рь Даві́дъ, King David), as can be seen in Figure 4. A correct
econding mechanism for the titlo in these cases is necessary for the use of iconographers and
students of iconography.
Second, in early Ustav (Uncial) manuscripts of Church Slavonic, the titlo is commonly
found to balance over two or more leers, both when indicating a numeral and an abbreviation
/ nomen sacrum. Figure 1 and 2 reveal examples from the Sava’s book (Саввина книга),
an eleventh century Cyrillic Church Slavonic evangeliary; and from the Codex Suprasliensis
(Супрасльский сборник), an eleventh century Church Slavonic Menaion. Currently, several
online projects are undertaking the task of presenting such early manuscripts in a digital
format; while no encoding scheme can be suﬃcient to transmit all elements of a manuscript,
an encoding scheme should provide for a way of encoding the essential elements of the writing
system. e use of the titlo over several characters is one such element, given, especially, that
in some instances, a semantic diﬀerence may exist.
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ird, the titlo may balance over two or more leers in academic publications that study
early manuscripts. e examples in Figure 3 are taken from Yelkina (1960) and reveal a usage
of the titlo over two or three leers. is is done to emphasize the particular features of the
manuscripts being considered.
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Proposed Characters

e correct method in Unicode for encoding a titlo over multiple characters is via the use of
Combining Half Marks (U+FE20 – U+FE2F). ese codepoints are used to encode “combining marks that apply to multiple base leerforms” (Allen et al., 2012, p. 243). ese marks
are implemented in a way such that “a discontiguous sequence of the combining half marks
corresponds to a single combining mark” (ibid.). One common use for these marks is for a
particular type of supralineation used in Coptic (Allen et al., 2012, p. 228).
As of version 6.2, the Unicode standard provides combining half marks for an inverted
breve (U+FE20 and U+FE21). Since the inverted breve is used to encode a Cyrillic kamora
(circumﬂex accent), these codepoints cannot be used for the titlo. e Unicode standard also
provides combining half marks for a tilde (U+FE22 and U+FE23). However, since a tilde differs from a titlo both in visual appearance and in function, these codepoints also should not
be used to encode a titlo. Finally, the standard provides three marks (U+FE24, U+FE25 and
U+FE26) used for Coptic supralineation. Of these, the Combining Macron Le Half (U+FE24)
and Combining Macron Right Half (U+FE25) cannot be used for the titlo because, ﬁrst, a titlo
has a distinct visual appearance from a macron and, second, according to the Unicode documentation, the Combining Macron halves are designed to “extend from the middle of the ﬁrst
character in the sequence” of the supralineation “to the middle of the last character in the
sequence” (Allen et al., 2012, p. 228). In contrast, the titlo commonly balances over the entire
character.
We therefore propose for encoding two additional characters, the Combining Titlo Le
Half and the Combining Titlo Right Half, to be encoded at U+FE2E and U+FE2F, respectively.
When a titlo is to balance over three or more characters in a Church Slavonic leer sequence,
we propose that the existing Combining Conjoining Macron (U+FE26) be used over the middle
elements of the sequence, as the Conjoining Macron is visually identical to the middle part of
titlo. is usage of the Combining Conjoining Macron is in keeping with the recommendations
set forth in Irish NB and German NB (2011). us, the abbreviation цр︮ ь︦ ︯ would be encoded
ц followed by U+FE2E, р followed by U+FE26, and ь followed by U+FE2F. e two proposed
characters are summarised in the Table 1.
Table 1: Table of Proposed Characters
Glyph Codepoint Name
◌︮
U+FE2E
COMBINING CYRILLIC TITLO LEFT HALF
◌︯
U+FE2F
COMBINING CYRILLIC TITLO RIGHT HALF
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Implementation

Any sequence of one base character with U+FE2E applied, zero or more base characters each
with U+FE26 applied, and one base character with U+FE2F applied, shall yield a titlo over the
complete sequence of base characters, starting with the one to which U+FE2E is applied, and
ending with the one to which U+FE2F is applied. is follows exactly the recommendations
set forth in Irish NB and German NB (2011).
At the font level, one of two implementations is possible. e ﬁrst implementation relies
on glyph substitution. e sequence of combining marks beginning with U+FE2E and ending
with U+FE2F can be replaced with a single glyph for a double, triple, quadruple (or longer)
titlo. is substitution can take place via the ccmp feature in OpenType (in the subsitution
table, the “Ignore base glyphs” ﬂag needs to be set) or via an appropriate substitution rule in
SIL Graphite. Under this approach, problems occur with the positioning of the composed titlo
glyph, as correct positioning needs to take into account both the diﬀerent width and height
of the base glyphs. In SIL Graphite, it is possible to write positioning rules that take into
account the horizontal and vertical glyph metrics of the base glyphs and would thus correctly
position the composed combining glyph. In OpenType, to our knowledge, this is not possible.
Rather, it would be necessary to write contextual positioning rules that would determine the
horizontal and vertical position of the composed glyph on the basis of the sequence of base
glyphs. In practice, this becomes quite tedious as the number of glyph classes becomes large.
e second implementation approach is to create precomposed glyphs of the base characters with titlo halves of the appropriate height and width for each of the possible combinations
of base characters. e correct precomposed glyph is then selected via the use of contextual
substitution rules. is approach has the advantage that the order of glyphs is preserved.
Since the precomposed glyph of the base leer and half mark can be given an appropriate
glyph name in the font in accordance with the Adobe Glyph Naming convention, the correct
codepoints in the correct order will be preserved under such operations as copying from a
PDF document. Under the ﬁrst approach, the correct order is not preserved, since all of the
half marks are eliminated and replaced with a single mark that combines with the ﬁrst base
character. On the other hand, this approach is by far even more tedious than the ﬁrst approach, as it requires the creation of precomposed glyphs for at least every single leer of the
Church Slavonic Cyrillic alphabet.
e authors feel that in the future an extension to OpenType should be considered that
allows the use of existing technologies for the correct “joining” of combining marks, for example, via the use of the curs (cursive aachment) feature. Presently, this is not possible.
However, if this feature were extended to combining marks over diﬀerent base glyphs, it
would allow half marks to be joined together visually without resorting to glyph substitution
and complex contextual rules. is would greatly simplify the implementation of half marks
used in Church Slavonic or Coptic supralineation, as well as in other seings.
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Character Properties

e following entries are proposed for addition to UnicodeData.txt:
FE2E ; COMBINING CYRILLIC TITLO LEFT HALF ;Mn ;230; NSM ;;;;; N ;;;;;
FE2F ; COMBINING CYRILLIC TITLO RIGHT HALF ;Mn ;230; NSM ;;;;; N ;;;;;
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Figure 1: Examples of the titlo used over multiple leers (highlited in red) and over a single
leer (highlited in blue). Source: Sava’s book, as reproduced by (Schepkin, 1903) .

Figure 2: Examples of the titlo used over multiple leers. Source: Codex Suprasliensis, as
reproduced by (Sever’yanov, 1904) .

Figure 3: Examples of the titlo used over multiple leers in an academic seing. Source:
(Yelkina, 1960).
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Figure 4: Examples of the titlo used in iconographic inscriptions. Source: illustrated Psalter,
c. 1600.
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